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1. Problem Statement Background: Several decades have passed when Scientists in the

entire world have dedicated lots of energies to determine a comprehensive cure for the 

HIV pandemic. While some successes have obtained, the ultimate goal is still elusive. It 

is with this background, that I developed a projection that the missing link of all the 

endeavors to arrest the HIV/AIDS pandemic might lie in at least one interactive mode 

between the HIV and the human body defense cell systems, which has not yet been 

explored. 

In the following search I zeroed on the mechanical interactive behavior between the two 

opponents as one such area, which has not yet attracted scientific exploration; yet Physics

points to the fact that all material objects vibrate and exert energy (E) against each other 

in the form of: fhE  , where f refers to the resultant vibration frequency of an object 

and h is Planck’s Radiation Constant. This relationship is observed to be critical between 

microscopic objects than their macro-counterparts; and its effects are further exacerbated 

in circumstances where the interacting organisms remain juxtaposed or in proximity of 

each other (as in the case of HIV and body defense cells).  
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The above observation is illustratable, when we assume a spherical object vibrating under

simple harmonic motion conditions, with the ensuing wavelength λ of the radiated wave 

profile defined in terms of its physical length (other than its radial distance → 2 ), that 

is: r 2 , where r is the amplitude of the oscillation and hence the radius of the 

oscillating object. Under such circumstances, on employing the wave equation:

xfv  , where v is the resultant velocity of the radiated wave profile, it becomes 

evident that: 
r

f
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 . Clearly, an object with smaller radii (like the nano-meter 

diameter pathogens of which HIV is part), wield higher capacity to vibrate at higher 

frequencies than objects with just small radii (like the micro-meter diameter objects of 

which body defense cells form a part). 

One most pertinent implications of the foregone analysis, constitutes the gist of the 

projected key to the safe annihilation of the nano-pathogens from the human body, with 

the HIV organisms (and SARS – CoV – 2) in the lead. The observation holds true for in 

Physics it is known that not only do all material objects vibrate sending streams of 

frequencies in their neighborhoods, but also that objects capable of vibrating at higher 

frequencies have the capacity (higher energy → fhE  ) to excite/induce/force weaker-

frequency-prone objects to vibrate at various induced frequencies. 

However, there are particular frequencies unique for each affected object, at which they 

readily undergo vibration, than they do at other frequencies. The most congenial 

frequencies are constituted by the fundamental or natural (f0) and their harmonic ( 0fn ) 

and sub-harmonic ( 0

1
f

n
) frequencies; where n is an integer and: 91 n . 

In addition, when the induced object responds readily to undergo forced vibration at the 

specified congenial frequencies, it is said to be in sync and hence in resonance with itself.

It is in this sense that the fundamental or natural frequency is also referred to as the 

object’s resonance frequency. Further, at the said congenial frequencies, it happens with 

time, that object begins oscillating vigorously and with high amplitudes; to the extent that



if this occurrence is not constrained, the object in question easily experiences distressful 

conditions and can easily rupture. 

In the above analysis, the described vigorous vibration conditions depict an auto increase 

in the objects internal mechanical kinetic energy; and in similar vein the increasing 

amplitude swings manifest an auto appreciation in the internal mechanical potential 

energy of the induced vibrating system/object. The observed total mechanical energy 

increase of the vibrating system functions to weaken the interior bonds that keep object 

together as manifested in the object’s expressing fatigue, distress, confusion, and even 

rupture; which conditions are generally referred to as mechanical resonance effects.

In sum, the foregone discussion exposes the body defense cells/system in the mechanical 

direct line of fire by the invaders of the likes of the HIV, SARS-CoV-2 viruses and 

apparently the human body is permanently unable to counteract the identified mechanical

wrath due to the nano-pathogens. The human body’s only hope remains extramural, 

where the invading pathogens become subjected to the fatal resonance conditions in turn, 

without compromising the integrity of the human body. To this remedy we turn next.

2. The Paradigm: One of the distinguishing characteristic of this study is turning to 

Classical Mechanical physics (CM) in preference to the prevalent Quantum Mechanical 

physics (QM). This arose by the observation that under certain conditions, CM predicts 

sub-atomic phenomena far much more precisely than QM is capable of! 

Several instances are presented in the entire study, with the leading discovery that 

actually, the Planck’s radiation constant h, which masters most interactive responses in 

the sub-atomic world is not only a CM constant as the same can be derived from 

Newton’s first and second laws of motion as well as Hooke’s law on elastic materials. 

The constant is shown in main work as well as quantifiable using analysis based on CM 

theories and is expressible in terms of other constants ( vrmhCM 3


 ), where m, r and 

v are the mass, radial distance from the center of rotation and speed of the orbiting object 



respectively (in the main work, the H-1 system is employed to derive h and a subscript is 

annex to the constant to read as CMh indicative of its CM paradigm type). 

After appropriate substitutions using data computed from the dynamics of the single 

oscillator in the H-1 atom system, the estimated/calculated constant value obtained as:

sJxhCM   341063137021.6 ; which value is in close proximity with the QM’s 

experimental value: sJxhQM   341062606957.6  (this value doubles as the 

current standard value of the constant).  

The above discovery runs contrary to the QM position, which claims ‘total’ reserve for 

the constant and claims it as one of its distinguishing marks from CM. QM further holds 

that the constant QMh (the (QM) subscript is annexed to h to distinguish it from version of

the same constant derived using CM laws) is one of the fundamental constants in the 

universe upon which other formulae can be expressed; with the implications that the 

constant can only be measured experimentally and is hence un-derivable (it cannot be 

expressed in terms of other constants)! The contrary has been shown, and the constant 

stands out to be inherently a CM ‘property’ only to be given a slightly different ‘dressing’

in the QM environment. This observation provides strong evidence that actually CM has 

the capacity to predict and explain phenomena at sub-atomic realm than thought before. 

Clearly, the finding legitimizes doing the current study under the CM paradigm than 

otherwise.

The success of expressing CMh  in the context of the H-1 system’s total mechanical 

energy supersedes the QM position that the electron/positron does not radiate energy 

during its circulation excursions about the H-1 nucleus. Under the established CM 

findings, the orbiter, not only create wave energy as it circulates the nucleus, but it also 

radiate the same in its surroundings (this stands in a partial contravention with QM’s first 

law of thermodynamics). This eventual position paves the way of determining the wave 

parameters mapped out by the orbiter in each radii about the H-1 atom’s nucleus. The 

undertaking plays a major role in the current work, for as analysis proves it right, the 



ability to determine the wave parameters associated with each radii about the H-1 

nucleus, associates the tip of each radii with same frequency as the orbiter itself. This 

association provides a method of how to link the length dimensions with frequencies. It 

remains therefore to find a method as to how to regularize the radii about the nucleus and 

determine the manner of configuring the nano-pathogen’s diameter; this leads to a good 

estimation as to how the pathogen can be made to resonate about its diameter only to 

meet its fate. Further discussion follows along this line in subsequent paragraphs.

Further, the denial by QM that Planck’s radiation constant is a basic constant and hence 

cannot be expressed in terms of other constants finds itself in great difficulty, when QM 

turns round to define the angular momentum ( vrmL  ) of an oscillating object/system

with n oscillators.  QM expresses the same as:

vrmnhvrmn
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 , where constants keep the same 

meaning as before. From the result, it is clear, that subjected to the same oscillating H-1 

atom system, both QM and CM paradigms return a parameterized Planck’s radiation 

constant (despite the differences expressed). This implies that the constant in question is 

not a basic constant, as it can be expressed in terms of other constants. This is another 

instance when QM’s hypotheses become questionable and CM, which respects both the 

experimental and derivable paths for the same constant, scores high. The researcher 

therefore finds greater dependability and hence logical reason to switch from QM and 

prefer the CM paradigm for doing the current research. 

In addition, when the two versions ( vrmhandvrmh QMCM 


2
3

 ) of the 

constant under review are examined, it is not difficult to predict different results even 

when the two paradigms employ the same values for the parameters involved! Clearly, 

the CM version as already shown, returns value that estimates the current standard value 

of the constant as explained above. It is obvious therefore that QM reads a different value

from its experimental results from the one that would obtain from its (indirectly) derived 

value (this discrepancy accounts for QM’s infamous black energy theories as discussed 



shortly)! This is another reason to regard CM as a paradigm poised to return more 

accurate results for analysis done at sub-atomic environment than its counter QM 

paradigm is capable of, hence the preference of the former (CM) to the latter (QM) based 

physics.

The foregone discussion, leads us to yet another serious ground why the departure from 

QM to CM was considered inevitable in the current work. Let us define 
2

h
 as an 

abridged Planck’s constant. From here the two abridged versions of the constant in 

question can be expressed as: vrmand
vrm

QMCM  
6

. The two derived 

abridged versions of Planck’s constant are defined as functions predicting the energy of 

the oscillator (the electron or proton in the H-1 atom system) as it circulates about the H-

1 nucleus. History holds it that, QM proposers found discrepancies between the 

experimental measured values from the predicted values of the oscillator’s energy – 

‘things couldn’t add-up’! The extent of the divergence showed that the returned measured

energy values expressed a characteristic estimation of 1/6 of the predicted energy 

counterparts. 

At any rate, it is not difficult to observe that, the energy QM researchers were measuring 

is actually what is measurable and predictable under CM! A closer look at the ratios 

between CM and QM energy predicting functions, the following results:

6
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 . The result is a manifestation that actually, QM researchers 

overshot their prediction by: %84
6

5
 . The QM proposers were left with no 

alternative other than proposing an unknown (black) source somewhere in the universe to

contribute the deficit 84% energy; this is the historical trace as to how QM introduced 

such non-existing concepts like the ‘dark energy’ into the realm of physics. Sometimes a 

68 – 70% portion is quoted for the so-called ‘black energy’ when the single H-1 atom is 



substituted by its molecule (this means there 2 oscillators, the electron and positron, each 

contributing 16% thereby returning a total of 32% and (100 - 32)% → 68% ≈ 70% ). The 

foregone result is another strong indicator of the imprecision with which QM explores the

sub-atomic phenomena. Under the prevalent circumstances therefore, the researcher 

found it scientifically logical to explore sub-atomic phenomena under the precise 

environment guaranteed under CM than QM can uphold. 

There several instances that can be alluded to which prompted the current researcher to 

switch to the CM environment. However, the discussion should not be closed without 

looking at one QM important sector, which without giving clear evidence is hard to 

disregard; with the adverse consequence that the search for determining resonant 

frequencies about which nano-pathogens can be strangled ‘ends as it starts’. This 

concerns QM position on the speed of light, c - to which all electromagnetic waves are 

predicted to travel (though sound waves defy this position); and no moving material 

object should exceed. Proper analysis developed in this work however, brings out salient 

discrepancies with the centrality accorded to this parameter by QM holders as evidenced 

next.

Now, using the wave ( xfv  ) and energy ( fhE  ) equations, it follows that: 
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hfhE QMQMQM . In QM (as Einstein predicted), the total mechanical 

energy EQM of the (sub-atomic) system is equally rendered as: 2cmEQM  . From here 

the following obtains: 2cm
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. As already shown,

vrmhQM 2  from which the following obtains:
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Where, r 2 , the length-wise (circumference) interpretation of a wavelength.

Clearly, vc  → c is not a singular value! From these results, it is obvious that c is not

a unique parameter as QM has made the whole world of science to believe for centuries; 



and hence it holds no referential character or value. Besides, its derivation is based on the

QM’s erroneous expression of Planck’s radiation constant: vrmhQM 2 . 

Further, QM’s or Einstein’s E = mc2 is far from being an original discovery as the 

scientific world is made to think; it is indeed a different version of Planck’s radiation law;

though deceitfully or cunningly switched in, by invoking or basing on an erroneous 

parametric format of the Planck’s constant! This is likely to be the reason why Planck’s 

radiation law is also referred to as: Planck’s – Einstein radiation law/equation. 

Looked at differently, it becomes self-defeating to constrain the (electromagnetic) waves 

to travel at the same speed; for this kills the natural dynamism associated with waves 

which is well captured in the wave equation ( xfv  ). In here the wave velocity and 

frequency parameters appreciate in the same direction, while the wavelength component 

retards in the opposite direction. That is, when the velocity component increases, the 

frequency parameter increases as well (though not in equal amounts); the wavelength 

parameter decreases in response and the converse is true. Clearly the vibratory dynamism

of the nano-pathogens like other objects, follow this kind of vibration pattern. So it 

becomes illogical to try model and thereafter trap the virions by their own dynamic 

vibratory constructions using QM’s constrained and hence ill-equipped or mismatched 

wave-construction strategy.

Again, among the QM’s most celebrated theories on the ‘referential’ character for c is the

‘special relativistic effects’, the function of which is captured in mathematical terms as in

Equation below, commonly referred to as the Lorentz’s formula FL. It is not difficult at 

this point to observe that the formula returns ‘indeterminate’ results, as v = c 
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. Moreover as observed above, the Lorentz formula returns 

imaginary values in cases where v > c, since as argued already, c holds no referential 

value in the CM system, with the implication that superluminal speeds are possible and 

not only subliminal speeds as QM contends. 



In this article therefore, QM’s concept of ‘special relativistic effects’ is held null and 

void, and hence it cannot be a hindrance to apply CM laws even at the sub-atomic realm, 

where high speeds are typical of phenomena therein. Hence the rationale of the need of 

switching paradigm of physical scientific research from QM to CM at both the micro and 

macro realms. This position enables CM to apply itself in the macro and sub-atomic 

environments legitimately and efficiently. 

It is with such findings and others articulated in the main work, which the current work 

considers not only faulty but also inhibitive, thereby curtailing real analysis which is 

prone to provide hints towards great discoveries and containment of such nano-pathogens

as HIV (and others), which prompted the researcher to part ways with QM and pursed the

search under the support CM paradigm. The end result of this decision is not without 

desirable results, for as stated later, the preliminary results are: that the HIV organisms 

can be predicted both to be isolated in their live mode and be annihilated (though in vitro)

in a manner which when applied in vivo is expected to be effectively safe to the human 

body. There is all evidence that the two predictions are proved true experimentally. The 

same cannot be adduced under the footprint of the QM paradigm. This may explain in 

part why the management of nano-pathogens say, has not been forthcoming for the QM 

platform does not support venture in that direction; the viable option remains the CM 

path. 

3.   The Classical Mechanical Resonance Tool: The search begins by projecting that all 

material objects are constituted by the same elements which are identified in the main 

work as the unlike magnetic monopoles, which have hitherto remained under current QM

as elusive, but recognized as existent. 

In the current work and in consonance with Newton’s Gravitation Universal law (that all 

material objects are in constant attraction with each other), as well as the universal 

vibratory characteristics of all material objects, the conclusion that all material things are 

ultimately constructed by the unlike magnetic monopoles becomes logically inevitable. In

addition, it should be recognized that the auto vibratory characteristic of all material 



objects suggests strongly that the underlying forces causing the auto vibrations must be 

auto contrariety in nature and the unlike (North and South) magnetic force sources supply

the right mix. Further, in the main work, the elusiveness of the unlike magnetic 

monopoles appear to be due to their minute sizes, which are indirectly determined in 

there to take on the femto (10-15 m) - orders of dimensions. 

By holding to the above position, and assert that all material objects are ultimately 

constituted similarly though at the same time variably is in itself the propensity why we 

should uphold the wise saying of the old that ‘what applies to the goose also goes in for 

the gander’. The implications are that if the nano-pathogens are subjugating the human 

defense cells using mechanical wave weapons as describe above, then they are also bent 

to succumb to the same fate, if only we can find a way of predicting their resonance 

frequencies about which we can do them havoc from outside (exterior) the human body. 

There should be no immediate fear under such undertaking for as discussed above each 

material object has its congenial frequencies at which fatalistic resonance actions can be 

effected. In other words, the resonance phenomenon is selective or choosey. The 

implications are that while the rest of the body system may notice the havoc or hard times

the nano-pathogens may be subjected to, it will nonetheless not be in the same bag of 

loss! 

The above scenario is comparable to the earthquake effects, that while huge and beautiful

buildings may be devastated to ruins, the mud-and-wattle huts located in the same 

environment are likely to remain standing, though they will also have vibrated a little bit 

at frequencies non-congenial with their respective resonance conditions; as a result they 

are likely to persist standing; so are the desirable various human body parts, when the 

wrath is targeted about the nano-pathogens’ respective resonance frequencies. The 

foregone provides more guarantee to the grounds cushioning the safety of the proposed G

- Therapy strategy.



The gist of the safety of the proposed tool is further guaranteed by the fact that the 

frequency bracket (Giga-hertz → 109 Hz orders) stands in between the proven safe 

Ultrasound Mega (106) Hz frequency orders and the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

frequency bracket which is considered safe for human body applications up to a few 

orders of Tera (1012) Hz. This forms one of the strong pillars for the basis of the claim 

that resonance frequencies associated with nano-pathogens under review falling between 

the two limits of the proven safe (non-ionizing) limits 106 - 1012 Hz are functionally safe 

for the human body applications.

3a. The Isolation/Testing Stage of the Proposed G – Therapy: To many readers, this 

may prove to be the only important bit of the entire treatise. Surely as one continues 

reading, one would be even more anxious that he/she lands on the ‘real issues’, namely 

how the HIV or SARS – CoV – 2 pathogens can be detected and safely eliminated from 

the human bodies. Yes, this is the time, though the foregone background is very useful 

for the evaluation and subsequent reviews of the methods of controlling and management

of the pathogens in question proposed in this work.

Now, setting the mathematics and physics around the detection of the nano-pathogens 

under study aside, and using the HIV organisms as the pathogens leading others, the 

following obtain:

1. The detection part targets the real-time isolation of live pathogens in an infected 

HIV blood specimen. The results may be compared to the prevalent indirect (anti-

body) methods.

2. The main equipment should include: a good-sensitive light trinocular microscope,

with: 

i. A halogen illumination with variable intensity

ii. Adjustable Abbe Condenser (x100) with Iris Diaphragm and filter 

holder

iii. A 3D stage, x60/100 for Objective lens system and x10/20 for the 

eyepiece lens system



iv. 5/10 MP camera with its software CD and Laptop with good HD and 

RAM memory capacities.

3. The main tasks leading to the real-time detection of the pathogens take on the 

following steps:

i. Going through the routine of setting the microscope for viewing.

ii. Prepare a thin un-uniform smear of the specimen on the glass slide (I 

used a toothpick) – this provides paths for the pathogens to move 

around; otherwise a thick smear will return live pulsating pathogens in 

unison and you miss to view them in details. Cover the smear with a 

glass cover and pace the preparation for viewing on the 3D stage.

iii. Select to shield the medium between the specimen and objective lens 

or maintain deem light surround the entire set-up.

iv. Maintain a DRY AIR medium between the specimen and the objective

lens. Apply NO stainers, NEITHER immersion oils.

v. Select a green filter, and begin focusing the condenser lens system, 

while searching for the best field view by doing the proper maneuvers 

about the 3D stage. Once the best field is achieved, fine tune the 

condenser system and regulate the light intensity accordingly.

vi. Engage the camera and apply the associated instructions for more 

analysis of the capture pathogens.

vii. A deeper image scan obtains with a x10 MP camera. 

You may visit YouTube site and plow in the following phrase to view an armature video 

sample of live HIV pathogens plying about in the infested specimen.

The “see and kill” strategy against HIV   

Other observations made during other ‘virus isolation’ trials included:

i. Shape: the virus is approximately spherical with 100nm size being 

characteristic (Fig.1); however, with greater magnification, the virus 

maintains a polyhedron (pentagonal/hexagonal features surface, which is 

comparable to the surface of a mature and big pineapple (see Figure below). 

Such complex surface features manifest the virus’ capability to defend/resist 

and attack its aggressors from all directions and orientations. Further, on 



deeper scan, the virus presents an un-even hexagonal cavity in-where a thread-

like structure features (Fig.2). Could this be the virus’ RNA?

Fig. 1: Approximate spherical shape of Live HIV organisms as seen in HIV infested 

blood using a light-sensitive microscope



Fig.2:A 2D image of live HIV Pathogens under deeper scan (on a closer look, the HIV

         interior hexagonal cavity can be seen among some particles)

ii. Whiskers: the virus’ surface has out-grown hair-like structures, whose topmost

end have a feature characteristic of a bloodsucker, comparable to the hairs on 

the top-end of a young papyrus plant. The particles are therefore capable of 

perforating cells among other actions; and may be employed by the virus to 

act as signal amplifiers as well as signal/wave guides.

iii. Motion: HIV particles captured in the field view of the microscope’s objective

lens are observed to move about in an organized manner, either as individuals 

or in synchronized pulsations. These are serious indicators that the organisms 

under review have active life and energy in them (can be aggressive) and are 

‘intelligent’ as they can design a synchronized throb motions and collision 

free-movements.

iv. A whitish annulus region: There is a ring structure about the virus particle, an 

indicator that the virus maintains a high level of vibration activities, thereby 

maintaining an ‘immense’ amount of energy about itself for defense and an 

arsenal it can employ to induce its adversaries to undergo fatal resonance 

responses. This adds more evidence to the earlier projection that mechanical 

interaction between the nano-pathogens and the body defense system is a 

reality (Fig.1).

3b. Annihilation of HIV Organism in an HIV Infected Blood Specimen (an in vitro 

case): As in the case of the foregone section, the mathematics and physics issues are set 

aside and ‘bull’ is engaged straight away. 

The main equipment includes:

i. An analog signal generator with capacity to read into tens of GHz frequency 

range

ii. A pyramidal antenna with its accessories which includes the clamping gear 

and codes

iii. All equipment as listed in section 3a.



After the rigor of configuring the diameter of the pathogen into the rhythmic wave 

parameter scheme of the single electron/positron circulating about the nucleus of the H-1 

atom system, the following should obtain:

1. Identification of the resonant wave parameter set congenial to the resonance 

vibratory characteristics.

2. Determining the appropriate antenna, whose characteristics can support 

transmission of the signal identified in 1.  

Now, after isolating the virus, and setting the signal generator to the determined virusf

frequency and its associated amplitude parameter (in dBm units), the main beam of the 

antenna which by this time is connected to the active signal generator should be directed 

to the specimen at the microscope’s 3D stage. The radiation should be continuously 

sustained for 15 – 30 minutes.

The results got included the following:

1. After about 5 min of continuous beam radiation, extra organisms are observed to 

join the original population. Could these dashing from their hideouts?

2. Again about the same period, the one-time very mobile HIV team reduces in its 

activity; and as the dynamism dwindles, some ‘animals’ are observed to lose a 

more-or-less spherical shape and remain immobile.

3. After about 8 – 10 min, more immobility is observed to the majority of the 

‘animals’ and several of them are observed to assume a burst pop-corn shape. 

This confirms a definite death condition can be subjected to nano-pathogens 

through exposing them to their respective resonance conditions.

4. Concluding Remarks: Though I have not directly had hands on the SARS-CoV-2 

virus, its close relatedness with HIV, leaves nothing to project that the two viruses feature

similar responses to similar stimuli. In this mode, the two and other viruses in their cohort

can be directly diagnosed in real-time by subjecting them to similar procedures. 

Likewise, the same group of nano-pathogens can be variably but similarly, safely 

eliminated from the human body. 



Clearly the biomechanical interaction between the invading nano-pathogens and the body

defense system can now be plugged using the proposed tool; thereby bringing the 

stoppage of several pandemics, COVID-19 inclusive closer than ever before. I remain to 

reiterate here that several of QM’s postulates are identified in this work, as being 

responsible for making it hard by researcher to come up with viable remedies against the 

havocs of several of the pandemics. I project that if my CM positions become appreciated

by other Scientists, even in part, research against pandemics will attain definite and smart

conclusions in short time. In my most informed intuition, I observe that, the swift from 

QM to CM platform/paradigm is the game changer the world of research has been 

waiting for.

 

Finally, I am more than willing to share resonance vibration parameters that I project can 

engage SARS – CoV – 2 and destroy it within the human body, whilst safeguarding the 

integrity of the rest of the human body. This possible under the proviso that the same is 

requested for by competent authorities; who in turn are expected to promise to reserve the

patent issues involved in my favor.

Anthony Matovu (MSc Elec. Eng.)


